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THANKS FOR PITCHING IN TO TACKLE MICROPLASTIC! 

1) THANKS FOR TAKING PART: You’ve signed up to our Pitch In project, welcome to the team! 

We’re working together to raise awareness of microplastic loss from 3G sports pitches, and 

what can be done about it. If you’re still not sure what this is all about, why not explore our 

website or download our leaflet to find out more.  

 

2) COMPLETE THE ACTIVITIES: This pack contains fun activities and quizzes your school or club 

can complete to highlight microplastic pollution from 3G sports pitches. We hope that by 

taking part in these activities, you, your class or club will have a better understanding on 

what rubber crumb is, how plastic can escape from pitches and what can be done to help 

reduce plastic pollution from your 3G pitch. 

 

3) LET US KNOW YOUR RESULTS: Remember when you’ve completed an activity, submit 

evidence online and upload a photo of your results or the activity in action. Help us build a 

picture of communities and schools taking action to prevent microplastic pollution and 

highlight your work to encourage others to do the same!  

 

4) SPREAD THE WORD, NOT THE PLASTIC! We have made guidelines for the people who 

DESIGN pitches, the people who MAINTAIN the pitch, and the people who USE the pitch, to 

show exactly how to stop more plastic getting out of bounds. We need your help to share 

this information with the local managers of your pitch.  

 

Use our ACTION PACK to get ideas for how to find out more about who owns your pitch, and 

how to share our guidelines with them. Or just get in touch by e-mail: info@team-pitch.in 

and we can help you further. 
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ACTIVITY 1: SHAKE IT OUT 

This activity is a great way to see how much rubber crumb is coming off you and your team-mates as 

you leave the pitch. It’s also loads of fun!  

WHAT YOU WILL NEED 

• A white sheet 

• A group of volunteers who have just played on your pitch! 

• A Camera 

• A Notebook and pen 

• Soft clean brushes 

• A stopwatch or timer (optional) 

• A Jar with a lid (optional) 

• Weighing scales (optional) 

WHEN?  

Do this activity just after you’re done with your training / game and make sure everything is set up 

before your players begin to leave the pitch. It’s best after a dry spell so the rubber and the ground 

isn’t too wet. It should take you around 15-20minutes. 

 

HOW DOES IT WORK?  

1. Lay the sheet out on the ground just outside the pitch, at the exit.  

2. In small groups, players step off the pitch and stand on the sheet.  

3. Using hands or a brush - Players shake off, brush down, and dust off their clothes (Each pair 

gets 1 minute to shake it out!) 

4. Make sure to take your shoes off too and shake them out over the sheet.  

5. Repeat until everyone is off the pitch… 

6. Now have a look at the sheet. You might see lots of little black speckles which are the rubber 

crumb.  

7. Record the amount of microplastic – first take a photo of the sheet - this will be a good way 

to share your results 

8. Now, to measure how much rubber crumb there is - Carefully collect the rubber crumb by 

sweeping it up and place it in a small container like a jar 

a. If you can, use some sensitive scales to weigh the total amount of rubber crumb that 

came off the team.  

OR 

b. …you could use a measuring jug to see the volume of rubber crumb you collected 

OR 

c. …if you’re feeling really ambitious, count the number of pieces!  

9. Don’t forget to report back to us online. You can use the recording form below. Make a note 

of the number of players, and how long you were playing. 

http://www.team-pitch.in/
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DISCUSSION POINTS: 

The amount of rubber crumb on the sheet shows you how much might come off the pitch after 

every practice. Is it more or less than you were expecting? Where did most of it come from? 

EXTENSION ACTIVITY: 

If you weighed your rubber, use the calculation below to work out an estimate your team’s yearly 

rubber trail:  

 

     X          +                = 

 

Imagine now, that each team on your pitch is losing the same amount from the pitch every year. 

Then picture how many artificial pitches there are in the UK – or even the world!. You can imagine it 

might start to build up to be quite a lot? 

SHARE YOUR RESULTS 

Please tell us you’ve taken part! Send us a photo of your results by submitting your activity online at 

www.team-pitch.in or e-mail us: info@team-pitch.in  

Or tag us on Twitter @FidraTweets #TeamPitchIn 
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SHAKE IT OUT: WORKSHEET 

Today you took part in the Shake It Out activity to investigate how much 

rubber crumb comes off an artificial pitch every time you train:  

Key information collected: 

There were  ________ players on the team 

The training session lasted ________ minutes 

Every person had ___ minutes to ‘Shake it Out’ on the sheet!  

What did you find?  

We found black rubber crumb:    Yes/No  

Weight of rubber crumb: ______ grams 

OR 

Volume of rubber crumb: ______ millilitres 

OR 

Number of particles: _______ 

Your team’s microplastic trail: 

Use this calculation to work out how much rubber crumb might be lost like this 

every year: 

If you weighed your rubber, use the calculation below to work out an estimate 

your team’s yearly rubber trail:  

 

     X          X                = 

 

 

Amount of 

microplastic you 

found 

How often do you 

practice per week? 

How many weeks a 
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practice? 
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ACTIVITY 2: WHAT’S ON YOUR KIT? 

We know that when players leave the pitch they take rubber crumb with them. Often this ends up 

being taken home. We want to know how much actually makes it back to the house so, we have 

prepared a quiz to help find this out. We need your help to do some detective work.  

Send this quiz home to find out how much rubber crumb makes it into your kit each week!  

WHAT DO YOU NEED? 

- The ‘Shake it Out’ quiz sheet (below) 

- Your team. 

- Help from the people who usually wash your kit  

WHEN?  

This quiz is best done on a different week to the ‘Shake it out’ activity, as otherwise you won’t find 

much! It could also be an alternative to the first activity. This should take around 15 minutes per 

person. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

1. Use the quiz to find out how much rubber crumb goes home with you and your team. Each 

of the team should take a copy home.  

2. When at home fill in the quiz.  

3. You will need to use the quiz to ask the person who usually does the laundry to help answer 

all the questions. 

4. Take a photo of any rubber crumb you find! 

5. Collect all the answers back in during the next lesson, or practice session.  

6. How many of the players on your team found rubber granules? 

7. Who found the most? 

SHARE YOUR RESULTS 

Take a picture of yourselves taking part, or of any rubber granules you’ve spotted in/on your kit. 

Send us the photo at info@pitch-in.org.uk or tweet / instagram it using #teamPitchIn and tag 

@Fidratweets @KimoInt  

EXTENSION ACTIVITY 

Use a spreadsheet to put all of the information from your team together and produce a report of 
your finds, including some key statistics, 
 
E.g.  
- What percentage of the team found rubber granules in their kit? 
- Where was the most common place to spot the granules?  
 
 

http://www.team-pitch.in/
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THE “WHAT’S ON YOUR KIT?” QUIZ 

 
When you are getting changed: 
 
1) Have you ever noticed the rubber pellets on you / in your kit after practice?  

 
 Yes     No 

 
2) If yes, where have you spotted it? 

 
 In your shoes   In your socks 
 

Stuck to your clothes  Stuck to your body    
 
In your kit bag   In the shower/bath 

 
In your car Other __________________________ 

 
 
For those in charge of washing: 
 
3) Have you noticed rubber granules in used sports kit?  
 

 Yes     No 
 
4) If you have noticed rubber granules, what do you do with them?  

 
Brush them away outside 
 
Wash clothes with granules on them z 
 
Brush them into the bin 
 
Other ___________________________________ 
 

For everyone:  
 
5) What do you think we could do keep these plastic pieces on the pitch and out of 

the environment? 
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ACTIVITY 3: PITCH DETECTIVES 

We know rubber granules escape via players leaving the pitch, maintenance activities, weather, and 

general play. This activity will help you find out how bad pollution from your pitch is by doing a 

microplastic hunt!  

WHAT YOU WILL NEED: 

• Camera 

• Dustpan and brush – 1 per group of 3 (or so) 

• Jar or tub to store the granules you find 

• Stopwatch or timer 

WHEN?  

Do this after a dry spell so that the ground and rubber you collect isn’t wet.  

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Make sure you have a look at the granules on your pitch before you start so you know exactly what 

you’re looking for. What colour / size/ shape are they? 

1. Split into teams of 2-3. Each team can take a dustpan and brush and a camera if possible (or 

share between you).  

2. Spend 10 minutes hunting around the outside of your pitch. Check on the outside of the 

pitch perimeter, i.e. in the section that is just outside the fence surrounding the pitch (if you 

have one). If there is natural grass directly surrounding the pitch, have a look to see if you 

can spot any between the blades of grass. If there are spots with loads of rubber, take a 

photo. Then sweep up the rubber pieces, trying to avoid including too much other material.  

NB Beware of other rubbish, glass and dog poo. If your pitch is next to a road, please keep on the 

pavements and be traffic-wise! Make sure to wash your hands after the activity. 

3. At the end of your 10 minutes, combine all the rubber crumb you have found. 

4. If you are doing this activity with a class or club – regroup with the rest of your team.  

5. Weigh the rubber crumb or measure it out using a measuring jug. Is it more or less than you 

were expecting?  

6. Take a photo for your records – as you can do this activity again in a month and compare the 

results? 

Remember you can share your findings with us online too – or tweet us @FidraTweets 

#PitchIn  

OPTIONAL EXTENSION – 

Use the worksheet below to map out how far the plastic from your pitch might be spreading. 

http://www.team-pitch.in/
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

Do you think, from your investigation, that microplastic is coming off your pitch and into the 

environment? How do you think it is escaping? Is it different for different areas of pollution? 

Now you have seen where the rubber crumb is, can you think of any ideas to help keep the rubber 

crumb on the pitch and to stop it escaping? 

Did you see any plastic prevention measures in place? 

Let us know your ideas online by submitting your results and photos using our form. Let us know if 

your pitch has #PitchPrevention or #Pitch Pollution 

SHARE YOUR RESULTS 

Take pictures of your team taking part in the activity, and share any ideas you’ve had with us via e-

mail, twitter or Instagram:  info@pitch-in.org.uk or tweet / instagram it using #pitch-in and tag 

@Fidratweets @KimoInt 
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PITCH DETECTIVES: WORKSHEET  

Use the diagram on the next page as a map of your pitch.  

Your mission, as a team of pitch detectives, is to find evidence of rubber 

granule pollution around the edges of your pitch. 

1. Prepare your pitch map: 

 

- Label the exit / entrances  

- Draw in any fences or walls… are they solid or mesh? 

- Can you see any drains or gutters? Mark these on your map where you 

find them? 

- You could also draw on any pathways, roads or other features, such as 

nearby streams, around your pitch 

Now you have made a map of your pitch and its surroundings you can search for 

rubber crumb! 

2. Hunt for Pitch Pollution: 

As you hunt for microplastic around the edges of the pitch, fill in your map…  

- Shade in red where you found rubber granules. Shade in another colour 

where there were the most.  

- Did you spot rubber near any drains or gutters? Circle these areas.  

- What was the furthest distance away from the pitch that you spotted the 

rubber crumb? Try to estimate in metres or feet how far away they were. 

____________________________ 

Remember to make a KEY on your map to remember what the colours mean 

3. Pitch Prevention: 

Have you spotted anything that might be stopping rubber granules from escaping the 

pitch?  

- Label anything on the map you think might be there to stop granules being 

lost 

- Have you got any ideas for extra barriers, or cleaning tools that could be 

useful to stop granules? Write or draw your suggestions in a different 

colour on your map.  

Remember to share your results with us online! Let us know if your pitch has 

#PitchPrevention or #Pitch Pollution on twitter or Instagram.

http://www.team-pitch.in/


PITCH DETECTIVE: MAP OF FINDS 

 

 

 

  

Team Name:  

Key:  
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ACTIVITY 4: PITCH TO THE PUBLIC!  

 

DESIGN A POSTER TO IMPRESS YOUR TEAMMATES AND SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

WHAT YOU WILL NEED 

- Our PITCH IN LEAFLET OR USER GUIDELINES, which you can download from our website. 

- A3 or A4 paper 

- Drawing, painting or collage materials 

- [Optional] A Laminator and pins or other tools to hang up the posters 

 HOW DOES IT WORK? 

Our activities have shown you that microplastic can and does come off your 3G pitch. It’s time to 

share your knowledge with all your teammates and spread the word about how to stop rubber 

granules coming off the pitch.  

- Read our guidelines or leaflet to find some ideas for how YOU can help reduce 

microplastic.   

- Design a poster to share what you’ve learned. Your poster should 

o Highlight that the little bits of rubber are a type of microplastic, and should stay 

on the pitch 

o Suggest 2-3 easy ways that your teammates can stop microplastic getting off the 

pitch  

o Be designed to catch attention, so no-one misses it! 

- Don’t forget to put the posters up to help spread the word (not the plastic!) 

Tips: You could design your poster to be used on the way out of the pitch, in the changing rooms, or 

in the classroom.  

EXTENSION ACTIVITY  

We’re looking for mascots to represent our Pitch In Team… can you design one for us?  

What will it be? A ‘Microplastic Monster’ or a ‘Granule Gremlin?’ or maybe a ‘Pitch In Pal?’ Let your 

imagination run wild! 

SEND US YOUR POSTERS AND MASCOTS   

Share pics of your posters and mascots!! Send us the photo at info@pitch-in.org.uk or tweet 

or instagram it: #teamPitchIn and tag @Fidratweets @KimoInt  
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